Uniform Regulations

1.

The school uniform, as listed, must be correctly worn at all
times, and maintained in a clean condition. Girls’ dresses
and skirts must be knee length i.e. skirt must at least touch
the floor when kneeling. Girls’ trousers are optional winter
wear. For formal occasions, excursions and photos: Prep –
Grade 4 girls are required to wear a pinafore; Grade 5-6
girls may choose to wear the pinafore or the skirt; all
Secondary girls are required to wear a school skirt (i.e.
winter uniform).

2.

Grey trousers are an optional summer dress item for boys
and if worn must be in conjunction with grey College
socks. Please note however, that long grey trousers will be
mandatory wear for official school occasions, so boys
electing to wear shorts will require both types of trousers.

3.

Blazers (Secondary only) must be worn to and from
school unless directions are given to the contrary by the
Campus Principal. If a jumper is worn to or from school it
must be worn under the blazer (i.e. in conjunction with
and not just on its own). Students riding a bicycle to and
from school need not wear the blazer, but a bicycle
helmet is compulsory.

4.

Summer Uniform will be required for Terms 1 & 4. Winter
Uniform will be required for Terms 2 & 3. As part of Sun
Smart policy, a College hat must be worn outside at all
times during Terms 1 & 4 unless otherwise prescribed by
the Campus Principal.

5.

Jewellery: all students
Students are not permitted to wear jewellery of any
description apart from wrist watches and a plain small
silver or gold cross on a fine silver or gold chain. Jewellery
will be confiscated for a given period of time.
Piercing and body art (girls)
Girls with pierced ears must wear only one set of small
matching gold or silver studs or sleepers in ear lobes only.
No other body piercing or exposed body art is permitted.
Piercing and body art (boys)
Generally speaking, boys may wear one small gold or
silver stud or sleeper in the ear lobe of one ear. However
if both ears are pierced, boys must wear only one set of
small matching gold or silver studs or sleepers in ear lobes
only. No other body piercing or exposed body art is
permitted.

6.

Make up and Nails (girls)
Nail polish, nail shellac and artificial nails, which extend
beyond 5mm from the natural nail top, are not permitted.
Make up, other than a light cover of natural foundation is
not permitted to be worn

7.

Hair: all students
Neatness is of paramount importance in regard to hair
styles. Aspects of neatness include hair being off the face
and groomed neatly. Any colouring of hair is only
permitted where the colouring is ‘natural hair colour” and
does not cause undue attention. Students must seek an
opinion from the relevant Head of School before any
colouring of hair takes place.
Conventional College
hairstyles are acceptable. Extremes of style or nonconformist hair styles are unacceptable. Students must
seek an opinion from the relevant Head of School before
contemplating receiving a styling that could be
interpreted as ‘extreme’ or ‘non-conformist’. Examples of
such styles are closely shaven hair either completely or on
one side of the head, and heavily and closely undercut
hair, ratstails, Mohawk, dreadlocks.
Girls hair: (in addition to the general requirements above)
Hair which in length extends below the shirt collar must
be neatly tied back or up. Where ribbons and
headbands are worn they must be maroon colour. Hair
elastics may be black or brown. A scrunchie in the
uniform material is also acceptable.
Boys hair: (in addition to the general requirements above)
Hair length must not extend below the shirt collar.
Conformity to a request to have longer hair cut is
expected. Tying of hair back and/or grooming of hair to
include any form of pony or pig tail formation (either on
top of the head or at the back) is not acceptable.
Facial hair:
Boys are to come to school cleanly shaven each day.
The growing of stubble, beards or moustaches is
consequently not permitted both during term time and
attending school functions (including the Presentation
Evening in December). Shaving equipment is provided for
boys who are requested to confirm to this rule.

8.

No duffle coats or parkas are to be worn. Uniform Spray
jackets may be worn over the blazer on wet days to and
from school. Spray jackets are not to be worn indoors,
except as permitted during PE classes.

9.

Maroon scarves and maroon gloves are optional winter
wear and are only permitted to be worn outside, to and
from school and during recess and lunch. Beanie hats of
any colour or style are not part of the College uniform
and therefore not permitted to be worn.

10.

Shoes are to be plain black, lace-up school shoes (no
platform or sports shoes). Shoes are to be a traditional
style. Plain black Velcro shoes are acceptable for Prep
only. College socks are compulsory at all times.

Uniform Regulations
Primary and Secondary (as appropriate)
Girls’ Uniform

Boys’ Uniform
Summer

Maroon and white check dress (knee length)
Maroon blazer (Secondary only)
Flinders white socks
Maroon Flinders jumper
VCE Jumper (Year 11 & 12 only)
Maroon ribbons/headbands
Uniform fabric scrunchie
Black/brown hair elastics
Plain black lace-up school shoes (no platform or
sports shoes)
Plain black Velcro shoes (Prep only)

Flinders grey shorts with plain black belt
Maroon blazer (Secondary only)
Flinders grey socks
Flinders grey trousers (optional)
Flinders white short sleeved open neck shirt
Maroon jumper
VCE Jumper (Year 11 & 12 only)
Plain black lace-up school shoes (no platform or sports
shoes)

Winter
White long sleeved shirt
Flinders Tie
Flinders tartan pinafore (knee length) Prep – 4 (optional
Grade 5 & 6)
Flinders tartan skirt (knee length) (Secondary only,
optional Grade 5 & 6)
Flinders Trousers (optional)
Plain Flinders grey tights OR
Flinders grey knee socks
Maroon jumper
VCE Jumper (Year 11 & 12 only)
Maroon blazer (Secondary only)
Plain black lace-up school shoes (no platform or
sports shoes)
Plain black Velcro shoes (Prep only)
Maroon scarf (optional)
Maroon gloves

White long sleeved shirt
Flinders grey trousers with plain black belt
Flinders tie
Flinders grey socks
Maroon jumper
VCE Jumper (Year 11 & 12 only)
Maroon blazer (Secondary only)
Plain black lace-up school shoes (no platform or sports
shoes)
Plain black Velcro shoes (Prep only)
Maroon scarf (optional)
Maroon gloves

PE (Summer / Winter)
White/Maroon Representative sports polo (School Rep
students only)
House Coloured PE Polo
Maroon/gold rugby top
Flinders black track pants
Flinders black PE shorts
Flinders white sports socks
Sport shoes
Flinders Maroon hat
OPTIONAL: Spray Jacket

White/Maroon Representative sports polo (School Rep
students only)
House Coloured PE Polo
Maroon/gold rugby top
Flinders black track pants
Flinders black PE shorts
Flinders white sports socks
Sport shoes
Flinders Maroon hat
OPTIONAL: Spray Jacket

VCE students may wear the Flinders College plain maroon school jumper with the VCE logo.
A College bag (with logo); College PE/Sport bag and College Pencil Case (grade 3 to 12) are compulsory for ALL students.
Primary students are required to have an Art smock for Art classes.

